
IN THE COURT OF THE ADDITIONAL SESSIONS JUDGE (FTC) NO. 3,KAMRUP, GUWAHATI.
Present:-       Sri S. K. Poddar, AJS,

                                                         Additional Sessions Judge (FTC) No. 3,
                     Kamrup, Guwahati.

Criminal Appeal No. 26/2011(Arising out of  CR Case No. 26/2005 u/s 3(a) of RP(UP) Act)
Sri Parimal Bhowmik         …………..             Appellant/Accused-vs-Union of India                                       ……….               Respondent

Advocates Appeared:-Mr. Asaruddin ChoudhuryMs. Deepa Rani Deka    ………  Learned Advocates for the Appellant.Mr. Subrata Nath     …              Learned Advocate for the Respondent.
Date of Hearing:-   14.05.2013 & 15.07.2013.Date of Judgment:-   08.08.2013.

J U D G M E N T1. This  appeal  u/s  374  of  Cr.P.C.  has  been  preferred  by  the accused/appellant  Sri Parimal Ch. Bhowmik against the conviction and sentence vide judgment and order dated 12.04.2011 passed by Learned Special Railway Magistrate, Kamrup, Guwahati in CR Case No. 26/20057. 2. By the impugned judgment and order, the appellant/accused was held guilty for the offence U/S 3(a) of RP (UP) Act and sentenced to undergo S.I. for 3 (three) months.3. On admission of appeal for hearing, records of trial court was called for. Pending disposal of this appeal, the execution of the sentence was  suspended.  Accused  was  allowed  to  remain  on  previous  bail. Respondent side have entered appearance through engaged counsel and 
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contested  the  appeal  by  supporting  the  judgment.     ………  Contd..  at  

Page/24. I have heard both the sides on the appeal and gone through the trial court record.5. The brief facts of CR Case No. 26/2005 as unfolded in trial, are that  on  08.04.2005,  in  pursuance  of  theft-memos  dated  25.03.05  and 02.04.05 issued by SE/Tele/RPAN in connection with theft  of  overhead wire  and telecommunication materials  in  the  area between Rowta and Udalguri and acting on source information, a search was conducted in the scrap-shop of the accused Shri Parimal Ch. Bhowmik situated at Rowta, Jhargaon. During the search, G.I. Wire about 150 Kg, Copper Wire about 30 Kgs  in  cut-pieces  and telephone post  brackets  12 nos.  were  recovered from  inside  the  said  scrap  shop.  The  accused  failed  to  produce  any document  of  lawfully  possessing  the  said  recovered  materials  and accordingly those were seized by following legal formalities. 6. A  full  dress  trial  was  held  before  learned  Special  Railway Magistrate, Guwahati resulting to conviction of appellant Shri Parimal Ch. Bhowmik u/s 3 of RP (UP) Act for illegally possessing Railway property. 7. It may be noted here that previously vide judgment and order dated 21.03.2009,  the then SRM held the accused guilty  and convicted him  with  similar  sentence  and  against  that  finding  an  Appeal  was preferred  vide  Cri.  Appeal  No.  17/09  and  vide  judgment  dated 18.07.2009, the appeal was allowed by remanding the matter for giving a chance  to  accused  to  lead  defence  evidence,  According  DWs  were examined and after hearing fresh arguments, the accused was again held guilty vide the impugned judgment.8. Being  aggrieved  against  the  findings  of  conviction  and quantum of sentence, convict Shri Parimal Ch. Bhowmik has preferred the instant  appeal  with  a  prayer  to  set  aside  the  impugned  judgment  of conviction  and  sentence  on  various  grounds  e.g.   learned  trial  courts finding  are  perverse,  non  consideration  of  defence  evidence,  wrong appreciation  of  evidence,  failure  to  take  note  that  seized  properties belongs  to  telecommunication  department  etc.  Prosecution  has  not 
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preferred any appeal/ revision against the findings of trial court.……… Contd.. at Page/39. During  appeal  hearing,  learned  advocate  for  the  appellant mainly  concentrated  his  arguments  on the  grounds narrated  in  appeal memo. It is also argued that as the trial court was not sure about guilty of the accused as such it has prescribed punishment below the minimum punishment provided in the Act. It is also argued that learned trial court failed to appreciate the defence evidence in true and proper perspective and wrongly rejected the same. On the other hand, ld. Advocate appearing for the respondent has argued that the findings of the ld. trial court are just and proper and in accordance with law and as such appeal deserves to be dismissed. 10. Points for determination in this appeal is:- 
“whether the impugned judgment was just and proper or needs any  
interference.”11. On going through the trial court record, it appears that during trial, prosecution has examined 11 witnesses whereas after remand of the case,  accused  has  examined  2  witnesses.  On  completion  of  evidence accused was examined u/s 313 Cr.P.C. learned trial court  has discussed the evidence by formulating the point for determination as follows:- 
“Whether,  at  the  relevant  time  and  date,  the  accused  person  was  
found in possession of railway property, i.e. G.I. Wire about 150 Kg,  
copper wire about 30 Kg in cut-pieces and telephone post brackets 12  
nos,  reasonably  suspected  of  having  been  stolen  or  unlawfully  
obtained,  and  thereby  he  committed  an  offence  punishable  u/s  of  
RP(UP) Act?”12. Section 3 of the RP (UP) Act begins as “Whoever is found or is  

proved  to  have  been,  in  possession  of  any  railway  property  reasonably  

suspected  of  having  been  stolen  or  unlawfully  obtained  shall  unless  he  

proves  that  the  railway  property  came  into  his  possession  lawfully,  be  

punishable......”.  It  is  clear  from  the  above  provision  that  in  order  to establish and offence under section 3 of the Act against an accused, the following facts and required to be proved by the prosecution: (i)  that the property in question is a railway property; 
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(ii) that the accused is found or proved to have been in possession of such property, and                                        ……… Contd.. at Page/4(iii)  thirdly,  that such property is  reasonably suspected of  having been stolen or unlawfully obtained. 13. Once  the  prosecution  has  established  the  aforesaid  three facts, the burden shifts to the accused person to prove that such property came into his possession lawfully.14. For deciding the appeal let me re-appreciate the relevant part of  evidence  on  record  only.  Prosecution  witnesses,  namely  Inspector Gombhir Pegu ( P.W. 1), Inspector Dhananjoy Kr. Das ( P.W. 11), S.I. K.K.Das ( P.W. 2), Constable P.R. Das ( P.W. 3), Head Constable Basir Ali (P.W. 4), constable Ismail Ali ( P.W. 6), Constable G.S. Kalita ( P.W. 9) and constable Bireswar Das ( P.W. 10) deposed inter alia that on 08.04.2005 they have conducted search in the scrap godown of Parimal Bhowmik situated at Jhargoan and recovered some railway telecommunication materials viz. G.I.  Wire  about  150  kg,  copper  wire  about  30  kgs  in  cut  pieces  and telephone post brackets 12 nos. It is also in the evidence of said witnesses that as the accused failed to produce any authority for lawful possession of the recovered materials,  P.W. 1 seized the said materials vide Ext.  3, Seizure-  List.  Two local  independent witnesses,  namely  Sri  Babul Tanti (P.W.  7)  and  Sri  Prasanta  Deka  (P.W.  8),  deposed  inter  alia  that  the search/seizure was done in their presence and they put their signatures on the Seizure List. The accused did not raise any dispute on the fact of search and seizure of said telecommunication articles by RPF party on the said  date.  Rather  the  defence  admitted  the  fact  of  seizure  by  giving defence evidence.15. The defence case as disclosed though DW 1 and 2 is that the seized articles were kept in the godown of accused by BSNL employees for some days as those will  be required for giving new connections in the locality.16. So  the  prime  question  in  this  case  is:-  whether  the  seized articles are RAILWAY PROPERTY or BSNL PROPERTY? From the evidence 
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it revealed that similar articles were used by BSNL in telecommunication line as well as by Railway authority.                    ……… Contd.. at Page/517. On  scrutiny  of  the  evidence,  it  revealed  that  Sri  Lohit  Ch. Sarma (P.W. 3), serving as the SE/Tele/RPAN at the point of time, deposed inter alia that he had issued theft-memos dated 02.04.2005 (Ext. 1), and dated  25.03.05  (Ext.  2)  regarding  theft  of  G.I.  Wire,  telephone  posts, brackets and copper wire from Rowta-Udalguri railway section. He went to  the place of  theft  with the RPF and conducted joint  verification.  He further deposed that upon examination of the seized materials belongs to Rowta-Udalguri section and were the stolen articles of railway. He issued a certificate (Ext. 7) to the effect that the examined materials were the ones which were stolen and were used in Railway Telecommuni- cation. The Evidence of PW 3 remains unshaken in cross-examination by defence and same is found trustworthy.18. Contrary  to  this  specific  evidence  so  far  identity  of  the recovered  property  is  concerned,  the  DW  1  and  2  tried  to  create  a impression that those were BSNL Properties. D.W. 1, Sri Bhupen Barman, Telephone Attached Mazdoor in his evidence deposed that there was GP telephone connection No. 2241 in the house of the accused. In April, 2005, three  new  private  telephone  connection  were  sanctioned-  one  for  the house of the accused, one for the grocery shop and one for the fertilizer shop. In the evening they kept 8 old posts,  12 brackets 2½ bundle G.I. Wire and copper steel wire. On 10th April, 2005, he went to the house of the accused and learnt from the brother of the accused that the materials which they kept there were taken away by RPF. D.W. 2, Sri Rudra Kanta Kalita, Line Workman, BSNL, Rowta Chariali, deposed that in April, 2005, a policeman took him to the house of the accused and on being asked by police, he identified three bundles of wire and bracket lying in the godown of accused belonged to his department i.e. BSNL. 19. With  detail  reasons,  learned  trial  court  has  rejected  the evidence of DWs being not trust worthy. I found no fault on such finding simply  because  the  line  of  defence  as  revealed  by  DW  1  and  2  are inconsistent with the line of  denial  taken by the accused during cross-
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examination  of  PWs.  Accused has  not  taken  any  plea  that  he  has  ever applied for new connection of telephone             ……… Contd.. at Page/6for  his  residence  and  grocery  shop or  the  BSNL  employees  kept  the articles in his godown under some official authority. Moreover, the copper wires  were  found on cut  piece  and  definitely  those  cannot  be  used in giving  new  connection.  BSNL  never  uses  naked  copper  wire  in  giving connection.  Apart  from  this,  DW  1  has  not  produced  any  document showing receipt  of  the  goods  from BSNL Store  for  new  connection.  In contrast  as  stated  above  railway  officers  specifically  deposed  that  the recovered goods are railway property. Had the same being BSNL property, the department would have officially move the court or railway authority to get back possession of their articles. Argument of learned advocate for appellant that there was no IR mark in the sized articles will not make the evidence  of  railway  officers  unbelievable.  The  another  aspect  which makes  DWs unreliable  is  that  the  accused,  from whose possession the goods were recovered, did not entered the witness box to disclose his case as  the  burden is  on him to  disprove that  he  was  not  in  possession of railway  property.  It  is  well  settled  that  the  standard  of  proof  for  an accused is not so high like on prosecution but it is equally settled that the defence plea must be believable and convincing. Considering all above, I have no hesitation to hold that the evidence of DW 1 and 2 is nothing but an after thought development.20. In this case, by the evidence of PWs it is proved that seized articles  were Railway properties.  Now the only  question remains as  to whether the accused has acquired the same lawfully or with any authority. It will be pertinent to state that u/s 114, illustration (a), of the Evidence Act, Court may presume that a man who received the goods knowing them to be stolen,  unless he can account for his possession.  Referring to the theft-memos  issued  regarding  theft  of  the  railway  telecommunication materials in the instant case, it is apparent from the evidence on record that some of the said telecommunication materials were recovered from the godown of the accused just after a few days. Admittedly the accused could not account for his possession of the said materials. Thus, in view of 
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the illustration (a) referred to above, learned trial court has rightly drawn the inference             ……… Contd.. at Page/7against  the accused that  either  he  has  committed the  theft  of  the said materials or received the said articles knowingly them to be stolen article. Thus, there remains no doubt that the prosecution has been successful in establishing that the seized articles were unlawfully obtained.21. From the  above  discussion,  it  is  clear  the  prosecution,  has proved  all  the  three  ingredients  of  an  offence  under  section  3  of  the RP(UP) Act beyond reasonable doubt. Hence the burden has shifted to the accused to prove that  the property in question came to his  possession lawfully. In his statement u/s 313, Cr. P.C, as well as by the DWs, though the defence has taken the plea that the seized articles belongs to BSNL, but the said evidence was found unbelievable and untrustworthy.22. No perversity was also found in 313 Cr.P.C stage too. On con-clusion of evidence, learned trial court has put all the incriminating mater-ials to accused during his examination u/s 313 Cr.P.C and on this count no prejudice was caused to accused.23. To sum up the discussion, I am of the considered opinion that PWs  have  convincingly  deposed  about  the  seizure  of  stolen  railway property from the possession of  the accused in this case.  Learned trial court  has  rightly  relied  on  the  prosecution  evidence  and  rejected  the defence plea. I find no perversity in the finding while holding the accused Parimal Ch.  Bhowmik as guilty  for the offence u/s 3(1) of  the Railway Property (Unlawful Possession) Act. 24. I have also considered the sentence imposed by learned trial court. During argument, learned advocate for appellant has submitted that the sentence as passed by trial court was neither just nor proportionate, if at all the offence is taken as proved. He also argued that learned trial court has not considered the fact that by sending the accused in jail, the family of the accused will suffer. I found no force in the submissions of learned advocate for the accused/appellant. Considering the nature of the offence, learned trial court by giving some reasons has imposed lesser punishment then  the  minimum  prescribed  punishment  of  one  year  imprisonment. 
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Hence, there is no material for further interference on this account too. ……… Contd.. at Page/825. In  the  result,  I  found  no  merit  in  this  appeal  and  same  is accordingly  dismisses  on  contest.  No  order  as  to  costs.  Judgment  and order dated 12.04.2011 passed by Learned Special  Railway Magistrate, Kamrup, Guwahati in CR Case No. 26/2005 is herby upheld and affirmed. 26. The  convict/appellant  shall  surrender  before  trial  court within next 2 (two) months to serve the sentence.27. Bail  bonds  executed  by  the  accused  and  his  surety  before learned trial court stands extended for further period of six months u/s 437A Cr.P.C.28. Send back  the  case  record  of  CR Case  No.  26/2005  to  the court of Learned Special railway Magistrate, Kamrup, Guwahati along with a copy of this judgment.29. Judgment is pronounced in the open Court. Appeal is disposed on contest.Given under my hand and seal of this Court on this the 8th day of August, 2013 at Guwahati.
Additional Sessions Judge (FTC) No. 3,                  Kamrup, Guwahati.


